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Next meeting to be announced
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The view from VK3RWO Repeater site
Matt has been very busy…
Read more on page 4
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NEWS BITS

They hand the fine to you if you die…!

WIA CONVENTION 2018
18th, 19th and 20th of May 2018
Sea World - Gold Coast Queensland

The 2018 WIA Radio and Electronics Convention and AGM is
being held at the SeaWorld Resort on Queensland's Gold Coast.
The venue is located in the heart of the Gold Coast, with easy
access from the airport and to a wide range of hotel
accommodation and with parking nearby.
We are pleased to announce that Registrations are now open for
what is promising to be an exciting weekend.
You can register via the online registration form on the WIA
website.
For those arriving at the Gold Coast on Friday evening the
traditional informal dinner and get together is being held at
Fisherman's Wharf Tavern, which is located near Sea World on
Main Beach. The evening meal will be of your choice and budget.

Q: How do you greet a ham radio operator?
A. With a short wave.

On Saturday morning at 9am the formal WIA AGM and Open
Forum will take place in SeaWorld's conference centre.
This important event will be followed by an eye opening
afternoon program themed "Beyond 2020”.
A commemorative activity to launch the armistice is to be
announced by the WIA.
The afternoon program will include guest speakers presenting on
some cutting edge technologies as well as a range of strategy
workshops providing members with the opportunity to share their
views and ideas for the shaping the future of the WIA beyond
2020. Saturday will also offer a range of relaxing activities for the
partners including Sea World tours and an opportunity to visit
some of Australia’s largest shopping centres.
At 7pm on Saturday evening the traditional WIA Annual Dinner
will take place.
The dinner is being held at SeaWorld's Shoreline Restaurant,
featuring the restaurants signature seafood buffet.
During the evening guests will be privileged to hear from Jeff
Johnson VK4XJJ as he talks to us about his walk across Australia
with Amateur Radio.
Partners and friend are invited to join in the WIA Annual Dinner,
seats are available for just $85 per person. (Beer, wine and soft
drinks will be available for purchase on the night.)
On Sunday morning consider trying something different, and join
us for an early morning Champagne and Breakfast Hot Air
Balloon Ride. Consider taking your radio with you and discover
how far for you can work from such heights.
Sunday morning will also feature tours of the Queensland
Telecommunications Museum, a tour of the Surf Life Saving
Command Centre, plus a variety of demonstrations and displays
of Amateur Radio equipment.
There will be a Microwave shootout, talks on a range of
interesting topics plus displays of latest radio equipment by some
of our leading commercial suppliers.
And last but not least, for those not traveling back to their home
QTH on Sunday afternoon, you are invited to join us for a free
BBQ dinner courtesy of the Gold Coast Amateur Radio Society.

Contributions for news articles are always welcome
Email news to Mick, VK3CH at
magazine@nevarc.org.au
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BAD AI

AUTONOMOUS WEAPONS

In a 100-page analysis scientists warn about the ‘unimaginable
scale’ of havoc AI could wreak
TOP scientists have issued a grave warning about a new weapon
that has the ability to cause harm in previously unimaginable
ways.
ARTIFICIAL intelligence could be deployed by dictators,
criminals and terrorists to manipulate elections and use drones in
terrorist attacks, more than two dozen experts warned as they
sounded the alarm about misuse of the technology.
In a 100-page analysis, they outlined a rapid growth in
cybercrime and the use of “bots” to interfere with news gathering
and penetrate social media among a host of plausible scenarios in
the next five to 10 years.

“Personally, I am particularly worried about autonomous drones
being used for terror and automated cyberattacks by both
criminals and state groups,” said co-author Miles Brundage, a
researcher at Oxford University’s Future of Humanity Institute.

“Our report focuses on ways in which people could do deliberate The report details a plausible scenario in which an office-cleaning
harm with AI,” said Sean O hEigeartaigh, Executive Director of SweepBot fitted with a bomb infiltrates the German finance
the Cambridge Centre for the Study of Existential Risk.
ministry by blending in with other machines of the same make.
“AI may pose new threats, or change the nature of existing The intruding robot behaves normally — sweeping, cleaning,
threats, across cyber-, physical, and political security,” he said.
clearing litter — until its hidden facial recognition software spots
the minister and closes in.
The common practice, for example, of “phishing” -- sending
emails seeded with malware or designed to finagle valuable “A hidden explosive device was triggered by proximity, killing
personal data — could become far more dangerous, the report the minister and wounding nearby staff,” according to the sci-fi
detailed.
storyline.
Currently, attempts at phishing are either generic but transparent
— such as scammers asking for bank details to deposit an
unexpected windfall — or personalised but labour intensive —
gleaning personal data to gain someone’s confidence, known as
“spear phishing”.

“This report has imagined what the world could look like in the
next five to 10 years,” O hEigeartaigh said.
“We live in a world fraught with day-to-day hazards from the
misuse of AI, and we need to take ownership of the problems.”

“Using AI, it might become possible to do spear phishing at scale The authors called on policy makers and companies to make
by automating a lot of the process” and making it harder to spot, robot-operating software unhackable, to impose security
O hEigeartaigh noted.
restrictions on some research, and to consider expanding laws and
regulations governing AI development.
In the political sphere, unscrupulous or autocratic leaders can
already use advanced technology to sift through mountains of Giant hi-tech companies — leaders in AI -- “have lots of
data collected from omnipresent surveillance networks to spy on incentives to make sure that AI is safe and beneficial,” the report
their own people.
said.
“Dictators could more quickly identify people who might be Another area of concern is the expanded use of automated lethal
planning to subvert a regime, locate them, and put them in prison weapons. Last year, more than 100 robotics and AI entrepreneurs
before they act,” the report said.
— including Tesla and SpaceX CEO Elon Musk, and British
astrophysicist Stephen Hawking — petitioned the United Nations
Likewise, targeted propaganda along with cheap, highly to ban autonomous killer robots, warning that the digital-age
believable fake videos have become powerful tools for weapons could be used by terrorists against civilians.
manipulating public opinion “on previously unimaginable
scales”.
“Lethal autonomous weapons threaten to become the third
revolution in warfare,” after the invention of machine guns and
An indictment handed down by US special prosecutor Robert the atomic bomb, they warned in a joint statement, also signed by
Mueller last week detailed a vast operation to sow social division Google DeepMind co-founder Mustafa Suleyman.
in the United States and influence the 2016 presidential election
in which so-called “troll farms” manipulated thousands of social “We do not have long to act. Once this Pandora’s box is opened,
network bots, especially on Facebook and Twitter.
it will be hard to close.” Contributors to the new report — entitled
The Malicious Use of AI: Forecasting, Prevention, and Mitigation
Another danger zone on the horizon is the proliferation of drones — also include experts from the Electronic Frontier Foundation,
and robots that could be repurposed to crash autonomous the Center for a New American Security, and OpenAI, a leading
vehicles, deliver missiles, or threaten critical infrastructure to gain non-profit research company.
ransom.
“Whether AI is, all things considered, helpful or harmful in the
The authors called on policy makers and companies to make long run is largely a product of what humans choose to do, not the
robot-operating software unhackable.
technology itself,” said Brundage.
~Internet
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I've created a monster
After many months of planning, creating, designing and testing, VK3RWO is on the air.
After moving to Wodonga with my lovely bride to be, in June 2018, I had nothing for
Amateur radio. I had moved into an RF poor area – We struggled to receive TV stations.
Not far from my new QTH, there is McFarlane's hill. It is a lovely piece of dirt over 350M
tall. Great for blocking RF signals, or sending signals from the top of it.
While taking my poochies for a walk up this hill (of course with some radio equipment to
play), I ran into the farmer who leases it. We got talking about farming, working dogs, etc.,
and then the subject came up of what radio I was playing with. I explained it, in a brief
fashion, and then said one day I'd like to find a bit of dirt on top of a hill I could install some
remote, experimental equipment on.
After mentioning this, he said, I've got some high dirt, would you like to come and have a
look and see if it is suitable. I think I answered yes before he finished the question. A
couple of days later, I went to visit him, and he took me for a tour around the property, and
then up on top of the hill. The view was magnificent, with a great look to the west, around
to the North. The first hill you run into in that arc is our other magnificent site, VK2RWD.
Then looking to the east, you look straight down into High street in Wodonga, and Dean
St. in Albury. It was perfect.

Illustration 1: Looking North West from the site

After negotiating a lovely price for the hill, what I can put there, access to the site,
insurance, and ensuring the site is commercial free, we shook hands and it was a country
deal. The best kind. Country people tend to put a lot of weight onto a handshake, and I
am no different.

Illustration 2: Looking into the Albury Wodonga Basin. Look close enough you can see the airport

Almost as soon as I came down the hill, I started the monstrous amount of paperwork
required to obtain a 2m and 70cm licence for the hill, and off to the WIA it got sent. 3 Days
later, the WIA office had taken my money and issued the VK3RWO callsign, and given me
an email stating that there is a backlog of applications in the ACMA and could take 6
months.
Unfortunately, for 3 months, the paperwork sat somewhere. It wasn't in the WIA office, and
hadn't made it to the ACMA….
The ACMA is the most pleasant government department I have ever dealt with. They are
great and really do help you out if you are genuine with them. I always compliment them
on their service. The only issue I have with ringing them is the long winded 1 minute and 3
second privacy message before you can talk to a human.
Despite the “could take 6 months” email from the WIA, I was greeted by an email from the
ACMA 2 ½ weeks after they had received it, saying, your licence has been approved, can
we have some money. There was about 30 seconds between receiving that email and
ringing the ACMA with my credit card.
We were legal. I have been issued a licence for 2m at a frequency of 146.975 with a 600
kHz offset, and a 70cm frequency of 438.600 MHz with a 7 MHz offset, with matching pairs
at my QTH to allow linking. The licences had also been allocated, at my request with a
F9W emission designator, meaning I can play analogue, digital, or a mixture of both. At
the time, the only licence of that kind in this immediate area.
Now I could start planning. The main aim of this repeater, was to build it without spending
any money and make it out perform everything. I almost achieved this goal. The only
things that had to be purchased were some barbed wire, star pickets, and some misc.
steel for brackets. The only requirement for the star pickets and barbed wire is to stop

cows chewing the repeater. The rest I have gathered over the years, along with some bits
Gary, VK2VU had lying around.
Another article will be written in due course of the detailed construction of all the repeater
and its housekeeping. For now, a brief description of how it all went together.

Fitting it out
Starting with the cabinet. I had kept, long ago a 1970 Kelvinator fridge to use as a cabinet.
It is waterproof, made from real steel, is very strong, weighs a tonne and is insulated. I
painted it green to camouflage it a little. This I had done 4 years ago in preparation then
for this day…..
First thing I had to do was get all the equipment I was going to use, lay it out and then try
and stuff it into the cabinet to see if it all was going to fit. A bit of mucking around, it all
fitted. Beautiful.

Illustration 3: All the bits and pieces that makes it run

The next thing to do was to design how the solar panel and antennae were going to fit. I
decided to make a solar panel bracket that held the panel at the most efficient spot for the
winter sun, as this is when it is needed the most. That designed and built, and made
bulletproof, I manufactured the antenna mount. This involved brackets on the top and
bottom of the fridge to mount the pole. It had to be strong. The lower bracket had to be
gusseted to stop it from flexing.

Now all that fitted, it was a case of building it. The antennae consists of folded dipoles,
with the UHF one having a reflector to allow it to favour the Wodonga basin a little. These
were chosen as they are at DC ground, and will help in the event of a lightning strike.
Given the repeater is the only piece of metal on top of this hill, it’s a case of not “if” it gets
hit, but when….

Illustration 4: The antennae, complete with bird proofing.

The 2M repeater
For the 2m repeater, I chose to use a T800 repeater. I have several of these, so spares is
not an issue. The front end is vari-cap tuned so it is quite selective and sensitive. The
transmitter is an exciter with a separate PA. The whole lot has heated crystals for the
reference, so it is very stable.
The downside. They draw enough power to heat a house on standby. I modified all this
for lower current draw, as I'll mention later.

The 70CM repeater
The 70cm repeater is a heavily modified KL450. When I say modified, the main circuit
board has been removed and tossed into the parts bin. Again this has been done to clamp

the current draw as required. As with the 2m repeater, this was tuned to gain the
maximum sensitivity and selectivity as well as streamline the PA for maximum output at
lowest current consumption. I also installed a heated crystal for stability.

Duplexers
The duplexer for 2m is a 6 can pass/reject setup tuned for 1.5db loss, with over 100db
isolation. This allows for a very sensitive receiver, with a good amount of output power
with no TX noise going into the receiver. Great, a full set of cans that fit in the fridge.
The 70cm duplexer is nowhere near as special. It is merely a mobile set of cans with
about 65db isolation and around 2db of loss. I would have loved to use better, but they
wouldn't fit in the fridge. I still have no TX noise with the repeater set to 30W. It will do.

Powering and controlling it
The batteries and solar. The solar panel came surplus from a job, and the batteries have
all come out of jobs where they couldn't quite do the job they were intended to do (ie start
a car), but they will run a 50W PA until they go flat.
The controllers. A full article will be written on this in the future. The controllers are
designed by myself. They are unique in the fact that they allow the repeater to sleep. By
sleeping, I mean, the repeater goes to sleep for 3 seconds, wakes up checks the input for
1 second, and then sleeps again. Whilst you may find this annoying, the standby current
goes from 300mA to 75mA. Much better overnight when the Sun is sleeping, as are most
operators, and by default, so is the repeater. It takes a 5 Second PTT press to wake it up
and lock everything back up, a small sacrifice for a major gain. It goes to sleep 20 minutes
after the last ID, and identifies so by sending out Morse “SL”
The controller also allows the TOT to be disabled, not for our local rag chewer VK3CM to
use to his advantage, but for the WIA news broadcasts. I am betting that the WIA
broadcast will be shorter in duration that a CM transmission when he knows the TOT is
turned off.
This is all controllable via the internet, meaning no DTMF tones to be copied by those
inclined to cause trouble.
As it has turned out, with near a week of flogging the backside of the repeater, the repeater
is generating more power than it is using, it is even doing so when there is cloud cover. I
think we have the balance just right. According to the telemetry, the repeater is getting
around 4 hours of TX time every day.
Both the 2m and 70cm repeaters have a link into the VKLink network. Meaning we have
connections, at this stage, to Mildura/Swan Hill and all over Tasmania. Again, one day a
full article will be written on this.

Illustration 5: Combined screenshot of the telemetry and control

Installing it
On Saturday, 17th February, the Authors hard work finally came to fruition. The repeater,
after being tested in his back yard for 3 months, finally got dismantled. The weather was
good, the track to the site was dry and clear, and I had a free day.

Illustration 6: Pulling it all apart, ready for transport

Illustration 7: Putting it all back together again

I made the appropriate access phone calls, and up the hill I went. The repeater was
dismantled at 12pm, and was going on the hill at 7pm that night, after shovelling rocks,
bashing star pickets and well, having the regulation beer afterwards.

Illustration 8: The finished product, on air and making noise

Problems
This build wasn't without its problems.


Mixed audio levels from different manufactures needed fixing so the controller
could, well, control it.



Jamming everything into the cabinet.



Bird proofing it. The sawtooth on the solar panel is made from an old computer
cabinet and 20 minutes with my angle grinder.



RF path problems for the telemetry and control



Intermodulation – squeezing everything into a case this size was going to have its
problems
◦ First the MPPT controller, its oscillator mixed with the 2m transmitter and ended
back on the input. Changed it to a pwm controller, fixed that.
◦ Next doors house solar would cause havoc with BOTH receivers just as the sun
was going down, it was pulsing its panels to check they were there. This had
me pulling out my hair, as it wasn't coming from my cabinet, and finally,
◦ When installing it on the hill, the 2m TX sounded like it was running away. I
disconnected everything except it, and the problem was there. Almost getting to
the stage of pushing it down the hill with my bullbar, I turned the stereo off in my
vehicle. The problem went. Turned it back on, intermodulation returned, the 2m
TX was mixing in the front end of my stereo and coming back out, well
everywhere. A 200 kHz wide signal from the FM station, mixing with a 455 kHz
oscillator has to equal 600 kHz somewhere.



And, Navigating back down a cliff on dusk, having been there only once before.

After a week worth of testing
I'm happy to report that after a week of testing (read flogging), even with a couple of days
after no Sun, the batteries and everything is holding well. The telemetry has shown that
not once over a 24 hour period have we been in the red with charging. It has always
shown an average in the positive, even if at one stage it averaged out to 100mA.
One little tiny problem has shown its ugly little head up. The 2M antenna is a folded
dipole. It is a commercial VHF High band unit, centred around 160Mhz. Whilst the VSWR
is fine, it has shown that it has a less than ideal radiation pattern, working out to roughly 5
degrees of upwards tilt. This explains why it can hear a lot better than it can be heard.
The radiation pattern has a very minimal effect of RX, but wrecks the TX greatly. It is
shooting over everyones head. An antenna improvement will have to be done sooner
rather than later.

The coverage

Illustration 9: Google maps showing actual contacts

Initial reports of the 2m repeater have been excellent. We have had Toby VK3P?? come
up from south of Shepparton, John, VK2YW, come up from Wagga, and Gary, VK2VU was
testing it mobile in Tocumwal, As well as several places in between.

Illustration 10: Radio Mobile esitmated coverage

It is the first time in Amateur History that a HT can be used in the main streets of BOTH
Albury and Wodonga and have a Q5 copy both ways. 100mW is quite workable from QE2
square in Albury.
So if you’re within 100km of Albury/Wodonga, throw a 123 Hz tone on, and give the
repeaters a crack. If you hear nothing, give a 5 second PTT push to wake it up and try
again.
The North East Victoria Amateur Radio Club run a net at 2000 Eastern Time every Monday
night on the 2M repeater.
It is so satisfying to see something built entirely built from scrap perform so well.

73,

Matt, VK3VS

Illustration 11: Think I thoroughly earned this...........

President, VK2VU, Gary
Vice President, VK3CM, Brenton
Secretary, VK2FKLR, Kathleen
Treasurer, Amy

NEVARC CLUB PROFILE
History
The North East Victoria Amateur Radio Club (NEVARC) formed in 2014.
As of the 7th August 2014, Incorporated, Registered Incorporation number A0061589C.
NEVARC is an affiliated club of the Wireless Institute of Australia.
Meetings
Meetings details are on the club website, check for latest scheduled details.
Meetings held at the Belviour Guides Hall, Silva Drive West Wodonga.
VK3ANE NETS
HF
7.095 MHz Monday, Wednesday, Friday - 10am Local time
3.622 MHz Wednesday - 8.30pm Local time
VHF
VK3RWO Repeater 146.975 MHz – Monday - 8pm Local time
All nets are hosted by Ron Hanel VK3MRH (soon to be VK3ARH) using the club callsign VK3ANE
Benefits
To provide the opportunity for Amateur Radio Operators and Short Wave Listeners to enhance their hobby through
interaction with other Amateur Radio Operators and Short Wave Listeners. Free technology and related presentations,
sponsored construction activities, discounted (and sometimes free) equipment, network of likeminded radio and
electronics enthusiasts. Excellent club facilities and environment, ample car parking.

Website:

www.nevarc.net.au

Postal:

NEVARC Secretary
PO Box 69
Wahgunyah Vic 3683

All editors’ comments and other opinions in submitted articles may not always represent the opinions of the committee or the members
of NEVARC, but published in spirit, to promote interest and active discussion on club activities and the promotion of Amateur Radio.
Contributions to NEVARC News are always welcome from members.
Email attachments of Word™, Plain Text, Excel™, PDF™ and JPG are all acceptable.
You can post material to the Post Office Box address at the top of this page, or email magazine@nevarc.org.au
Please include a stamped self-addressed envelope if you require your submission notes returned.
Email attachments not to exceed 5 Mb in file size. If you have more than 5 Mb, then send it split, in several emails to us.
Attachments of (or thought to be) executable code or virulently affected emails will not be opened.
Other persons or radio clubs may edit or copy out such as they like from the magazine but a reference to NEVARC News is
appreciated, except copyrighted (©) material or as otherwise indicated.
Other articles credited to outside sources should ask for their permission if they are used.
While we strive to be accurate, no responsibility taken for errors, omissions, or other perceived deficiencies, in respect of information
contained in technical or other articles.
Any dates, times and locations given for upcoming events please check with a reliable source closer to the event.
This is particularly true for pre-planned outdoor activities affected by adverse weather etc.
The club website www.nevarc.net.au has current information on planned events and scheduled meeting dates.
You can get the WIA News sent to your inbox each week by simply clicking a link and entering your email address found at
www.wia.org.au The links for either text email or MP3 voice files are there as well as Podcasts and Twitter. This WIA service is FREE.
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